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"I can’t wait to turn 60" says Mrs Smith

Mrs Smith is
Turning 60
By JERRY ATRIC

Next week marks the 60th birthday of Townsville resident Jane Smith
and plans are under way to see her
out of middle age in style! Mrs
Smith’s friends and family have been
organizing the birthday celebrations
for several months in order to give her
forthcoming dotage the full recognition it deserves.
Local restaurant "The Soup and
Straw" in Townsville town center
will be the venue for the event, and
the kitchen sta↵ have been working
around the clock to create an exciting menu of soft and easily-digestible
dishes for Mrs Smith and her guests
to enjoy.
In order to make Mrs Smith feel
more comfortable on her big day,
guests have been invited to attend

in costume to match the age of the
birthday girl. We hear that local costume stores have almost sold out of
walking frames, grey wigs and reading glasses, so we’re sure that Mrs
Smith is going to feel right at home!
Most importantly, the local fire
department is on standby to put out
any potential blaze from the large
number of candles on Mrs Smith’s
birthday cake. Authorities have been
keen to assure the public that a large
conflagration is extremely unlikely,
not least because by the time organizers are able to light the last few
candles, the first few will have already
gone out.
The party organizers plan to welcome Mrs Smith to the restaurant
with a red carpet laid on in her
honor, though they also plan to install a number of signposts and ushers should Mrs Smith forget why she
is there and become lost on her way
from the car to the door. Friends have
even gone so far as to book fortune
teller "Ms Zelda" for the event, and

we have it on good authority that in
addition to palm reading, she will also
be reading the lines on a number of
faces.
It’s sure to be the highlight of
Townsville’s social calendar this year!
Interviewed for this paper, Mrs
Smith’s friends and family said that
they were looking forward to celebrating the special day. "Jane is a wonderful wife, mother and friend and we
want to give her the birthday party
she truly deserves" said one family
member.
Mrs Smith herself is looking forward to the party and the celebration
of, in her words, "the 39th anniversary of my 21st birthday". Mrs Smith
also said "I can’t wait to start getting
carded again when I ask for my senior
discounts."
As Woody Allen once said, "I recently turned 60. Practically a third
of my life is over." We for one are sure
that the best years of Mrs Smith’s life
are still to come and we wish her a
very happy birthday.

